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preface

This report addresses progress in incorporation of ecological principles in U.S. fisheries management. It is hoped that the several topics covered here may be useful to policy makers, managers and stakeholders around the nation who seek to advance this progress. In that work, this report is also intended to
provide an accessible summary of key fishery management practices that evolved in Alaska, an influential
model for measures that Congress embraced in its 2006 revisions to the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act.
The report’s four main sections cover relevant revisions to that law; “best practices” commonly recognized
in fisheries management off Alaska; recommendations from an expert panel—drawing from Alaska experience—on practical approaches to ecosystem-based fisheries management; and precautionary policies that
underpin Alaska’s conservative catch limits—a cornerstone of its ecologically sensitive management.
Originally begun as a summary of key points from a discussion on Ecosystem Based Fishery Management
held in September 2005 at the annual meeting of the American Fisheries Society in Anchorage, this report
was revised and expanded as Congress grappled with this subject in the course of reauthorizing and
amending the nation’s main fisheries law in 2006. The new amendments reflect several major lessons from
Alaska’s successful management experience.
A note on terms and sources: in this report, the terms “North Pacific” and “Alaska” are used almost
interchangeably. The North Pacific Fishery Management Council is often referred to as “the Council” or
the “North Pacific Council.” Where possible, the author has sought to avoid technical terms and detailed
footnotes in order to make the text accessible to a general audience. Queries about sources and terms are
welcome and may be directed to the author at wordworks9@earthlink.net
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ntroduction

It’s worth asking: what exactly is ecosystem-based fishery management? Though its precise definition can be debated, the concept itself is simple. The aim is to control fishing to avoid ecological
harm — conserving not just the fish being harvested, but also their neighbors, predators, and prey, and the
underlying habitat that sustains all marine life. In contrast, the traditional objective of fishery management
has been more narrowly focused: to sustain harvested fish stocks in order to maximize their yield for human use. Often called “single-species management,” this has proved a difficult mission for many governments, as the history of fishery collapses demonstrates. Adding ecosystem conservation to the mission
raises the bar still higher.
Nonetheless, in much of the world the mission of fishery regulators has widened to include conservation
of valuable non-target species and protection of endangered creatures—especially those that are either
“charismatic” or economically valuable.
In Alaska and some other regions, fishery management has expanded its objectives further—incorporating
far-reaching ecosystem protections. For example, the North Pacific Fishery Management Council, which
oversees Alaska’s major groundfish fisheries, has established seasonal or permanent fishing closures covering more than 395,000 square miles to protect marine habitat and prevent bycatch of non-target species.
Trawling is regulated to spread out fishing effort in time and space in order to avoid depletion of prey
needed by marine mammals. Fishing for most forage species is prohibited in order to protect food supplies
for seabirds, fish, and marine mammals. And catch limits are set under precautionary policies that incorporate safety margins for scientific uncertainty and a wide variety of ecological and environmental factors.
The Alaska region’s success is founded on adherence to science-based catch limits. In mandating the same
approach for the rest of the country, Congress in 2006 recognized Alaska’s successful approach and set out
to replicate some of its elements elsewhere. The newly amended Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation
and Management Act also recognized the distinction between the traditional mission of fishery management (to conserve fish stocks for sustained yield) and its emerging mission (to conserve marine ecosystems and maintain sustainable fisheries for human communities that depend on those ecosystems). As a
practical matter, many fishery managers believe that placing science at the center of the decision process
for determining catch limits is essential both to defeat overfishing and to address broader ecosystem goals.
In the 2006 amendments, Congress also recognized the crucial role of marine science. Management and
conservation measures can only be founded on science when the data actually exist. The nation’s progress
in ecosystem-based management will depend on continued, and arguably increased, national investment
in research on fish stocks and their environment, including ecological and climatic factors.
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ECOLOGICAL MANDATE
The New Magnuson-Stevens Act promotes
ecosystem-based management

During the run-up to reauthorization of the
Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act
(MSA) in 2006, much was written about how best to protect
America’s marine ecosystems. The MSA is the nation’s bedrock
fisheries law, which defines the institutions and legal standards
for conservation and management of fish, their habitat, and their
neighbors in the sea—and for recognizing the legitimate interests of people who depend on these resources. Many groups,
both in the environmental movement and the seafood industry,
hoped to persuade Congress to change this law according to
their own visions.
By 2006, thirty years had passed since the original Magnuson
Fishery Conservation and Management Act asserted U.S. control
over fisheries out to 200 miles at sea and created the eight
regional Fishery Management Councils that oversee fishing in



this vast new ocean territory. Those 30 years had revealed plenty
about the sea, about the powerful influence of climate on marine
life, and about the ecological effects of fishing. Experience in
fisheries worldwide had also highlighted the political difficulty
of preventing human beings—hungry, ambitious, clever, and
creative creatures—from overtaking the ocean’s capacity to keep
generating fish and supporting abundant life.
The last time Congress reauthorized the MSA, in 1996, lawmakers
enacted stiff new requirements to rebuild overfished stocks and
protect marine habitat. By the mid-2000s, it was evident that the
new standards were beginning to work, at least in some areas, but
there were still persistent gaps. Moreover, both scientific research
and experience with the new standards had produced more
lessons about how to improve fishery management and marine
conservation. There was plenty of debate about those lessons,

At the core of the new law are two mandates:
Recognizing that the
art of protecting
marine ecosystems is
evolving as scientific
knowledge improves,
Congress acted to
support this evolution.

1) Each of the eight U.S. Regional Fishery Management Councils
must set science-based annual catch limits.
2) The catch limits must not exceed the thresholds of sustainable harvest recommended by each council’s Scientific and Statistical Committee (SSC), following the model of the influential
SSC that has helped the North Pacific Council maintain healthy
fisheries off Alaska—or rebuild them, when necessary.
Recognizing that the art of protecting marine ecosystems is
evolving as scientific knowledge improves, Congress acted to
support this evolution.
The law encourages Councils to continue working to incorporate ecological and social factors in their decisions, calls for research on a variety of fishery-ecosystem interactions, and tackles
other problems in fishery conservation.

Fishery monitoring and enforcement
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but fishery managers, marine scientists, fishermen, and conservationists generally agreed that Congress could usefully amend the
law to advance three broad (and closely related) purposes:
1) To strengthen the role of science in fishery management;
2) To improve conservation of ecosystems where fishing occurs;
3) To require clear, science-based catch limits in all regions.
In many respects, these were lessons learned from the example
of America’s most successful fishery managers: the North Pacific
Fishery Management Council and the agencies that cooperate
with it to oversee fishing in marine waters off Alaska. In the new
law approved in December 2006, Congress embraced the Alaska
model of fishery management and applied some of its key features to the rest of the country.

To crack down on illegal fishing, the law authorizes “improved
monitoring and compliance for high seas fisheries.” It promotes
information sharing and development of an international enforcement network; use of observers and monitoring systems to
verify compliance with international conservation and management rules; creation of an international fishing-vessel registry;
use of remote sensing to catch illegal or unregulated high-seas
fishing operations; multi-country efforts to require electronic
vessel-monitoring systems on all large fishing vessels on the high
seas; assistance to developing countries for surveillance, monitoring, and control of fishing; import bans, landing restrictions,
and “other market-based measures” to enforce compliance; and
catch documentation and certification programs meant to help
authorities trace fish through market channels in order to catch
the producers of illegal fish.

Cumulative Effects
The law requires Councils to base decisions on analysis that
includes “cumulative conservation, economic, and social impacts” of proposed actions and alternatives.

Bycatch and Seabird Interactions
The law calls for a federal bycatch reduction program “including



an ECOLOGICAL MANDATE
grants, to develop technological devices and other conservation engineering changes designed to minimize bycatch, seabird
interactions, bycatch mortality, and post-release mortality in
federally managed fisheries.” The program is to be “regionally
based,” allowing regional managers to define their own solutions.
The law authorizes the use of incentives to reduce bycatch,
including “the establishment of collective or individual bycatch
quotas.” It also authorizes measures to promote use of lowbycatch gear and other actions scientifically demonstrated to
reduce bycatch, discarding of fish that vessels are not allowed to
keep, and mortality rates for non-target fish or other species due
to incidental catch. For the first time, the law specifically tackles
the problem of seabird entanglement in fishing gear and calls for
measures to reduce it. In setting this mandate, Congress again
takes a page from the North Pacific, where fishing groups, concerned about the potential repercussions of bird interactions,
sponsored research and advocated regulations to require seabird
avoidance practices; those measures have reduced bird mortality
in Alaska’s longline fisheries by 77% (1997 to 2004). Significantly,
the law recognizes several methods of measuring progress in
fulfilling these conservation mandates. It stipulates that bycatch
and seabird avoidance regulations are expected to “reduce total
bycatch and seabird interactions, amounts, bycatch rates, and
post-release mortality in fisheries.”

No-Fishing Zones
The new law authorizes all eight Councils to designate areas
for special habitat protection, for example “to protect deep-sea
corals from fishing gear effects,” as the North Pacific Council has
already done. To ensure that closures are respected as legitimate
and useful, the law requires them to have clear ecological goals
and monitoring programs to measure their effects. In creating such zones, the law requires managers to recognize other
management measures that affect the same resources—an
apparent response to early blunders by officials who designed
closures without realizing that the fish in question were already
being conserved by other regulations. The language of the newly
amended law requires that officials creating “any closure under
this act” ensure that it:
• “is based on the best scientific information available;”
• includes “criteria to assess the conservation benefit of
the closed area;”
• has a “timetable for review of the closed area’s performance
that is consistent with the purposes of the closed area;”
• “is based on an assessment of the benefits and impacts of



the closure, including its size, in relation to other management measures (either alone or in combination with such
measures), including the benefits and impacts of limiting
access to: users of the area, overall fishing activity, fishery
science, and fishery and marine conservation.”

Institutional Structure
The principal structural reform in this law is to strengthen
the role of Scientific and Statistical Committees, which now effectively are tasked to set the upper bounds on catch limits that
Councils may approve. Members of these advisory panels must
have strong credentials and must meet concurrently with the
Councils in order to build science directly into the fishery management process. Some groups had sought a root-and-branch
redesign of U.S. fishery management, including the creation of
regional ecosystem management councils that would take over
most conservation-related decisions and assume a broad ecological mandate. Congress apparently considered this unnecessary,
noting that the existing Councils are already taking steps to incorporate ecological protections into fishery management. In its
Findings and Definitions section, the new law states: “A number
of the Fishery Management Councils have demonstrated significant progress in integrating ecosystem considerations in fishery
management using existing authorities provided under this Act.”
The law also addresses two related concerns about the existing
Council system: potential conflicts of interest that result from
the placement of industry representatives in voting positions
on the Councils; and questions about whether some Council
members fully comprehend the laws, due-process requirements,
and the science that guide their decisions. The law strengthens
requirements for disclosure of financial holdings and other activities that might result in conflicts between a member’s private
interest and public duty. These provisions also are extended to
cover individuals who represent groups that engage in lobbying
or advocacy on fisheries issues. At the same time, the law calls
for creation of a federal training course for newly appointed
council members, covering fishery science, fishery management,
relevant economic and social disciplines, legal and procedural
requirements, and other pertinent topics.

Research on Fishery Ecology and Ocean Health
The new law requires the councils and the Commerce Department (which effectively means its fisheries agency, the National

The law establishes a major new initiative for cooperative research
to improve stock assessments, reduce bycatch, and protect habitat.
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Marine Fisheries Service) to “undertake and complete a study on
the state of the science for advancing the concepts and integration of ecosystem considerations in regional fishery management.” This study is expected to “build upon the recommendations” of the Ecosystem Principles Advisory
Panel (EPAP) created under the 1996 amendments to the Act.
Its mission includes making:
• “recommendations for scientific data, information and tech
nology requirements for understanding ecosystem processes,
and methods for integrating such information from a variety
of federal, state, and regional sources;”
• “recommendations for processes to account for effects of
environmental variation on fish stocks and fisheries; and
• “a description of existing and developing council efforts to
implement ecosystem approaches, including lessons learned
by the councils.”
The law also authorizes NMFS to provide technical assistance
and grants to the Councils “for the development and design
of regional pilot programs” based on the work of the EPAP
and the newly mandated study of ecosystem management.
Addressing one concern about rising carbon dioxide emissions—which are altering the pH balance of the world’s
oceans— the new law calls for a National Research Council
study “of the acidification of the oceans and how this process
affects the United States.”

The law mandates two additional ecological research
programs:
(a) a $500,000 study on coastal habitat restoration; and (b) a
$2 million study on the “the role of herring as forage fish for
other commercially important fish stocks in the Northwest
Atlantic, and the potential for local scale depletion from
herring harvesting.”
The law establishes a major new initiative for cooperative
research to improve stock assessments, reduce bycatch, and
protect habitat. It also establishes a Fishery Conservation and
Management Fund to improve monitoring of commercial and
recreational harvests; support cooperative research; develop
new techniques to improve quality, value, and health safety of
the harvest; study the health benefits, risks, and contamination sources affecting fish; fund marketing of sustainable U.S.
wild fishery products; and provide financial aid for fishermen to
modify gear and practices to meet requirements of the new law.

Deep-sea Coral Research and Technology
The new law calls for a program to locate and map deep-sea
corals, and to promote technologies and regulations to protect
them from fishing impacts.



BEST Practices in Ecosystem-Based
Fishery Management

Examples from the North Pacific
The thirteen practices listed here represent strengths
that are widely admired in the institutions that govern marine
fisheries off Alaska. The North Pacific region’s track record of
success — in rebuilding depleted fish stocks, in basing decisions
on science, and in advancing the art of ecologically sensitive
management—has become an international benchmark in
the field. Much of that reputation rests on these practices:

1) Following Scientific Advice.
In its 30-year history, the North Pacific Fishery
Management Council has never authorized
harvests larger than the limits recommended
by its scientific advisors. The Council

produces science-based catch limits each year, informed by
annual stock assessments that are built on data from regular
surveys as well as catch and bycatch data from fisheries. This
isn’t solely a result of policies that acknowledge the crucial role
of science. It’s partly a product of political and cultural acceptance of that role. With few exceptions, Alaska fishing industry
leaders regard science as the foundation of sound fishery regulations. This is a critical but often under-appreciated asset, whose
importance in Alaska becomes clear only when contrasted with
places where science is regarded with contempt and suspicion.
This advantage in Alaska is fundamentally a product of a culture
in which concepts such as statistical inference are broadly understood, and where the primacy of data is respected. The prolific
flow of scientific information that makes ecologically sensitive
management possible—from ongoing surveys and extensive
research—rests on political support from the fishing industry,
Alaskan communities, and government leaders who understand
the critical importance of science in successful fishery management.
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2) Precautionary catch limits.
Beyond adhering to science, catch limits in North Pacific
groundfish are crafted under deeply precautionary policies.
Collectively, they place the “burden of proof” in fishery management firmly at the conservative end of the spectrum: fishing is
limited by multiple measures that hedge against the chance of
overestimating the resource or underestimating the effects of
fishing. The elements of this precaution include:
a) The 2 million ton cap on groundfish harvests in the
Bering Sea, in place since 1981.
b) Multiple precautionary margins, which are structured 		
into every annual catch limit. For example Overfishing 		
Levels (OFLs) are set equal to Maximum Sustained Yield 		
or an appropriate proxy—establishing a ceiling on fishing 		
removals at a level that other management authorities
often regard as a target. Acceptable Biological Catches 		
(ABCs), representing scientists’ advice to the Council, are
always set well below the OFL. In turn, the Council never
exceeds, and generally undershoots, the ABCs when
setting the final limits, known as the Total Allowable
Catches (TACs).
c) Widespread use of additional buffers on catch limits.
These are intended for purposes such as leaving fish in
the water for marine predators and accommodating
uncertainty about biological parameters of fish stocks.
d) Reduction of fishing quotas in order to avoid potential
future depletion of stocks, using precautionary standards
that incorporate scientific uncertainty. This practice relies
on five-year forecasts of expected fishing impacts on
quotas for Gulf of Alaska pollack in order to eliminate
any risk of future overfishing on this stock—reducing
estimated probability of such overfishing to near zero.
e) A harvest control rule that includes additional precautionary buffers against risks associated with scientific
uncertainty in stock assessments, which recognize that
some stocks are better understood than others.

f) In trawl fisheries for pollock and cod, total catch quotas
are divided up into subareas and time periods in order
to spread out fishing effort in time and space—specifically in order to avoid any risk of depleting local supplies
of prey that support endangered Steller sea lions.

3) Development of a Fisheries Ecosystem Plan (FEP)
for the Aleutian Islands area, designed to serve as a pilot for
future efforts to incorporate ecosystem factors comprehensively
in fishery management. This plan, in draft stage at this writing,
represents a forward-looking effort by the Council to create
a framework of ecosystem conservation policy within which
fisheries can be managed.

4) Habitat protection.
The Council has established extensive bottom-trawl and other
fishing closures, both total and partial, to protect vulnerable
habitat and non-target species. All told, these closures span
nearly half of all federally managed waters off Alaska: 395,111
out of approximately 795,000 square miles. The largest and most
recent closure bans bottom trawling in the Aleutians, protecting 277,114 square miles of seabed containing important coral
habitat for many species. That action represents the centerpiece
of a long and continuing effort to identify habitat areas that may
be vulnerable to impacts of fishing gear and devise regulations
that protect them. The Council has also instituted bottom-trawl
closures in more than 25 percent of the continental shelf in
Bristol Bay, all of Southeast Alaska, and portions of the Gulf of
Alaska and Bering Sea.
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BEST PRACTICES IN ECO-SYSTEM BASED FISHERY
5) Bycatch reduction.
Fishery managers and industry in the North Pacific employ a
suite of measures that help achieve this goal. Here are four of
the tactics considered most effective:
a) fleetwide caps in groundfish fisheries, which shut down
whole fisheries (or close large areas to them) when they
reach bycatch limits;
b) time and area closures to keep draggers from inadvertently damaging crab stocks and their key habitats;
c) individual vessel quotas for both target and bycatch
species in some fisheries, which enable boats to slow
down and avoid bycatch without rushing to grab their
share of the total catch; and
d) a voluntary data-sharing arrangement in the bottomtrawl fleet that enables vessels to identify bycatch “hot
spots” and collectively avoid them.

6) Monitoring of removals by fisheries, including
both target and incidentally caught species.
All vessels longer than 60 feet are required to carry observers
while participating in Alaska groundfish fisheries. Minimum
observer coverage is set at 30% for vessels of 60 to 125 feet, 100%
for larger vessels, and 100% for shore-based processing plants.
Large factory vessels are required to carry two observers.

7) Protecting seabirds and marine mammals.
Prompted by concerns about endangered short-tailed albatross,
the Council acted on industry recommendations to avoid a
potential conservation crisis by enacting measures to prevent
entanglement of seabirds on longline gear. Regulations require
boats to deploy a bird deterrent system demonstrated to be
effective in field research. This system uses streamer lines towed
behind longliners to keep birds from diving on baited hooks.
Other measures essentially eliminated trawl bycatch of sea lions
by the early 1990s, and a voluntary program operated by the
fishing industry now removes derelict fishing gear from beaches
where it can entangle seabirds and other animals.

8) Protecting food webs.
The Council has implemented several measures explicitly designed to prevent depletion of prey needed by marine mammals
and seabirds.
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Among them:
a) Waters near rookeries and haulouts are closed to trawling out to 10 to 20 nautical miles at sea. This step was
taken as a precaution to prevent hypothesized food
competition with Alaska’s endangered western population of Steller sea lions; whether such competition
actually occurs is still uncertain, and is a subject of ongoing research.
b) A ban on new fisheries for most forage species, designed
to avoid potential depletion of prey (such as krill, cap
elin, etc) needed by fish, seabirds and marine mammals.

9) Incorporation of data on environmental regimes
and climate change into fishery management.
While research efforts in this area are growing, some of the findings already have entered standard practice:
a) In halibut management, the International Pacific Halibut
Commission’s, stock assessments incorporate information
on the phase of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) to
evaluate the robustness of the Commission’s harvest
strategy.
b) The North Pacific Fishery Management Council’s
groundfish stock assessments implicitly incorporate
PDO effects. Tier 3 fish—i.e. those stocks whose dynamics are partially understood—are assessed using recruitment data only back to 1977, when the last major
regime shift occurred, even though data are available
back to the 1950s for some species.
c) Stock assessment documents used by the Council
include an ecosystem considerations chapter designed
to provide relevant information on ecological factors to
incorporate in catch limits and fishing regulations.

10) Rigorous fishery enforcement of catch.
Catch, bycatch, and closed-area regulations, are strictly enforced,
and electronic Vessel Monitoring Systems are mandatory in many
fisheries. Penalties are heavy.Three recent examples: One fishing
company was fined $500,000 in 2005 for illegally disposing of halibut while targeting other fish off Alaska; a trawl catcher-processor company was fined $254,000 for hampering observer’s work;
another vessel owner was fined $240,000 for pre-sorting halibut,
which compromises observers’ estimates of halibut bycatch and
hampers full accounting for removals.

MANAGEMENT
11) Research to improve understanding of climate
effects on fish stocks and ecosystems.
This is a major emphasis of research to inform future management in the North Pacific. Highlights:
a) The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), National
Science Foundation, and North Pacific Research Board
plan to invest at unprecedented levels to improve
under standing of the Bering Sea ecosystem and climate
change; combined spending in 2007-2009 is expected to
be approximately $50 million.
b) Researchers at NMFS’ Alaska Fisheries Science Center
and elsewhere are working to develop models for predicting climate effects on productivity;
c) Research continues on physiological responses of important marine species to climate/environment factors. For
example, estimates of Bristol Bay sockeye productivity
have been improved by incorporation of sea surface
temperature and air temperature data.

j) fishery effects on diet and feeding behavior of marine
predators;
k) effects of trawling on seafloor habitats;
l) potential for “fishing down the food web” in Alaska.

13) Transparent and inclusive public discourse in
fishery management.
The North Pacific Fishery Management Council, its Advisory
Panel, and its Scientific and Statistical Committee all operate
as open forums, drawing input from many other organizations, scientists, and stakeholders. An important feature of
successful measures to conserve marine ecosystems (and an
easy one to underestimate) is this gathering of broad perspectives, multiple views, ideas from other disciplines and competing stakeholders. The principle of transparency also applies
to the delivery and use of science. In the Alaska region, public
support for science-based management is strengthened by
policies that allow all interested parties to review the data and
analytic methods in the science.

12) Research on ecosystem effects of fisheries.
Federal, state, and university research efforts in Alaska are expanding managers’ knowledge of a broad range of fishery effects
on ecosystems. A sampling of issues examined:
a) bycatch of non-target species, including fish, crabs, and
other creatures;
b) potential for causing localized depletion of fish that
support other marine predators, such as Steller sea lions;
c) alteration of trophic interactions by fishing;
d) potential consequences of selectively catching large
adult fish;
e) ecological impacts of “ghost fishing” by lost or discarded
pots, nets or lines;
f) potential for large-scale production of hatchery-raised
salmon to reduce ocean forage available to wild fish;
g) impacts of invasive alien species, both marine and terrestrial, that may arrive onboard fishing and processing
vessels;
h) methods of reducing bycatch and entanglement of
nontarget organisms;
i) modeling and predictive tool development;

Note on Methods & Sources
In any field, a list of “best practices” contains subjective
judgments, but the practices that made this list are frequently mentioned as elements of sustainable, ecologically sensitive fishery management in waters off Alaska. The
list above is a derived from suggestions offered by fishery
managers, scientists, and scholars in a series of interviews
and meetings conducted during 2005 and 2006. These
elements put into practice many of the recommendations of the Ecosystem Principles Advisory Panel (EPAP),
a group of experts assembled by the National Marine
Fisheries Service at the request of Congress to develop
expert guidance on this issue. Their 1998 report, Ecosystem-Based Fishery Management, suggested principles
and policies and also identified examples of practices that
embody them, such as the use of regular fishery and
environmental surveys in Alaska fishery management.
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The goal of managing fisheries to conserve
marine ecosystems is widely shared, but there have
been sharp disagreements about the best ways to achieve it. In
September 2005, following nearly a decade of debate on how to
shape national policy, a panel of respected scientists and managers was convened to make recommendations based on their
extensive experience in the North Pacific Fishery Management
Council process. Recognized internationally as a “gold standard”
in ecologically sensitive, science-based management, the North
Pacific Council was a natural place to look for lessons from
success. The panel’s recommendations are summarized below,
following a brief review of the context.
The concept of ecosystem-based fishery management gained
currency during the 1990s as new findings in marine science—
and ongoing overfishing problems—highlighted the need to
govern fisheries more cautiously. In the United States, Congress
tasked the National Marine Fisheries Service to develop recommendations on ecosystem principles that could be incorporated
into policy or law. The result, in 1998, was a report to Congress
from NMFS’s Ecosystem Principles Advisory Panel, “Ecosystem-Based Fishery Management,” which summarized views of
leading fishery scientists and managers serving on the panel.
Subsequently, the federally chartered U.S. Commission on Ocean
Policy and the privately established Pew Oceans Commission
both weighed in with recommendations about how to better
manage America’s fisheries and conserve its oceans.
By the early 2000s, these efforts had fueled initiatives to redesign
the nation’s main fisheries law, the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery
Conservation and Management Act, in order to strengthen
conservation of target fish stocks and protect marine ecosystems. Many divergent proposals surfaced, with energetic lobbies
promoting each of them. Hoping to eliminate potential conflicts
of interest and speed progress in conservation, some groups advocated major restructuring of the institutions that govern U.S.
fisheries. Some stumped for a national mandate to ban fishing in
as much as 20 percent of all U.S. waters, arguing that a far-reaching network of Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) would preserve
biodiversity, protect habitat, and possibly replenish fish stocks by
giving spawners refuge.
At the same time, experience in creating conservation measures
revealed what many fishery managers and conservationists
viewed as crucial but overlooked ingredients of success. They

urged lawmakers to require full consultation with fishers and
other stakeholders; recognition of other existing and emerging
conservation measures (especially those that work well); clear
goals and methods of measuring progress toward them; science-based limits on fishing; and a decision process that deeply
integrates scientific advice into fishery management. All of these
were components of the much-admired “Alaska model,” the approach used by the North Pacific Fishery Management Council
to rebuild and conserve abundant groundfish stocks at a time
when fisheries elsewhere were mainly earning notice for overfishing and stock collapses.
Some leading fishery managers and scientists concluded that
it would be useful to weigh proposed legislation for ecosystem-based fishery management in light of lessons learned from
three decades of federal fishery management under the original
Magnuson Act, which established the eight regional councils
and set up the basic framework for governance of U.S. fisheries
in 1976. In particular, the success of Alaska fisheries seemed to
hold important examples for the rest of the nation. The University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA) and the Marine Conservation
Alliance (MCA) teamed up to convene a panel of scientists and
managers from the nation’s most successful fishery management process—the North Pacific Fishery Management Council
(NPFMC)—in order to identify those lessons.
On September 12, 2005, this panel addressed a symposium at
the American Fisheries Society annual conference in Anchorage. Entitled “Practical Approaches to Ecosystem-based Fishery
Management and the Role of Science,” the symposium was
moderated by Dr. Gunnar Knapp, a prominent fishery economist at UAA. Panelists included Dr. Gordon Kruse and Dr. Terry
Quinn, well-known fishery researchers at the University of Alaska
Fairbanks (Juneau campus); Diana Evans, an environmental
specialist at the North Pacific Fishery Management Council;
John (“Vince”) O’Shea, a former NPFMC member who currently
serves as executive director of the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission and holds seats on all three East Coast councils;
and Dr. Doug DeMaster, director of NOAA’s Alaska Fisheries
Science Center.
This report summarizes views expressed by the panelists at the
symposium (sometimes clarified and expanded during subsequent interviews). Several broad themes emerged from the
panelists’ remarks:



Practical APPROACHES TO ECOSYSTEM-BASED
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They advocated evolution, not revolution as the best way to
build ecosystem protection into fishery management.
They viewed ecosystem-based management as an evolving
practice that is well worth pursuing — but they urged caution
in translating this art into legislation.
They questioned the impulse to “separate conservation from
allocation” by restructuring the institutions governing U.S.
fisheries. They warn that some proposals for such restructuring,
paradoxically, could weaken scientists’ role in shaping effective
fishery management, especially in the North Pacific.
They suggested that without careful thought a Congressional
mandate for councils to practice ecosystem-based management
would risk “fixing what isn’t broken” in the North Pacific — and
could complicate the job of fixing what really was broken in
some other council regions.
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They suggested that embracing sustainable single-species catch
limits under single-species management is a cornerstone of ecosystem-based fishery management: once managers have ended
overfishing they are the better equipped to look after non-target
species and marine habitat.
They affirmed that ecosystem-based management requires a
greater investment in marine research so that managers have
more information to enable conservation both of harvested
species targeted by fisheries, and of the ecosystems that them.

Taking the main points one at a time, here are
the details:
1) Evolution, Not Revolution. While some people advocated a
dramatic overhaul of the nation’s fishery management systems,
the panelists firmly agreed that some of the proposed changes
would carry very large risks. Removing the councils from the
process of setting harvest limits was one idea that panelists
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uniformly opposed, saying it could disrupt management systems
that have worked well in the North Pacific, where more than half
of the nation’s catch is produced. However, the panelists agreed
that there were major problems in fishery management in some
U.S. regions. They suggested that a few simple refinements to
the existing system might significantly reduce overfishing—the
principal problem in many of the nation’s fisheries—without
undermining the success of management in Alaska.
O’Shea proposed that one useful step would be to establish
ground rules that reward Councils with greater flexibility when
they keep catches within biologically acceptable limits, but yoke
them in when they tolerate overfishing.
Because the practice of ecosystem-based fishery management
requires resolving many different societal goals for the ocean,
Kruse expressed support for two steps: 1) Widening membership of the councils to increase their diversity, and 2) Seating
professional fishery managers on the councils. He suggested that
diversity on the councils is crucial to achieving ecosystem-based
management. Given the need to integrate many perspectives
and societal goals, an ecosystem-based management system
cannot turn its ears to only one user group. To this end, Kruse
offered a basic operating principle for ecosystem-based management: To succeed, such a management system must be transparent, it must avoid overly broad or overly specific top-down
government edicts, and it must draw from the sustained, bottom-up participation of a broad cross-section of the public.

2) Legislate With Caution.
However it is defined, the basic idea of ecosystem-based fishery
management enjoys broad support. Panelists observed that in
many respects fishery managers (especially in the North Pacific)
are already taking an ecological approach, by monitoring and
limiting impacts on habitat and non-target species, among other
measures. Evans described North Pacific Fishery Management
Council programs that currently employ ecosystem principles
and a new Council initiative to create a pilot regional ecosystem
plan. DeMaster reiterated the point that any Congressional
requirement for ecosystem-based management should avoid
overly specific or overly broad mandates. Without sufficient
forethought, legislation could create significant problems. Panelists cited three hazards:

• Litigation risk. An incautious mandate for ecosystem management could create conflicting or
unclear requirements—making it impossible to
measure objectively whether managers were fulfilling their legal duties. That would be a recipe for
litigation rather than substantive progress. Some
panelists warned that a poorly crafted legal mandate
for ecosystem management could invite lawsuits by
both industry groups and environmental groups, in
part because the concept of ecosystem management
supports multiple, conflicting interpretations. Fishery
managers must balance competing objectives, and
there are inevitable tradeoffs in this work, panelists
observed. Promoting abundance of one species can
disadvantage its prey or its competitors, for example.
Similarly, actions that favor one group of fishermen
frequently diminish prospects for others. Further, the
panelists agreed that ecosystem-based management
includes socio-economic as well as biological goals.
Any statute that fails to recognize the unavoidable
tradeoffs between all of these competing objectives
could greatly increase the legal vulnerability of fishery
management agencies. This would be a troubling
prospect at a time when scores of lawsuits already
distract these agencies from the work of addressing
the nation’s real fisheries problems, the panelists said.
In recent years some important fishery management
work has been stalled while agency scientists and staff
are diverted to answer subpoenas and prepare court
testimony.
• Fit the cure to the disease. In the U.S. and worldwide, the main failure in fishery management has
been an unwillingness or inability to curtail overfishing. O’Shea identified this as a more fundamental
problem than the absence of ecosystem management. Managers have failed because they lacked the
data, the resolve, or the political support to enforce
sustainable catch limits, he said. In nearly every case,
this is a shortcoming in the application of basic
principles of single-species management: catch limits
were non-existent, ineffective, or unsustainably high.
To legislate a requirement for ecosystem-based management —which is far more complex, costly, and
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harder to sell to skeptical user groups—would amount to
ordering managers to run before they can walk, especially in
regions where overfishing remains a serious concern, he
suggested. Without the consent of the governed, fishery management is susceptible to political interference,
especially in a democratic society, O’Shea observed. In
some regions, many fishermen and politicians have balked
at catch limits and expressed a visceral distrust of science.
Merely introducing ecosystem management is not likely to
cure these ills. It might complicate matters by imposing
fishing restrictions that offer little or no perceived benefit
to fishermen. Traditional single-species fishing limits,
aimed at conserving a target fish stock, can sometimes win
support from fishing groups, especially where long-term
catches increase due to sound management (as in Alaska’s
salmon and halibut fisheries, for example). But in places
where coastal communities reject even this basic principle—catch less now in order to catch a lot more later—
a bold leap into ecosystem-driven restrictions might invite
powerful resistance, further undercutting the effectiveness
of management.
• Fiscal pitfalls? The panelists agreed that a full embrace
of ecosystem-based fishery management would
require far more data and research on multiple species
and oceanographic factors than does single-species
management. That research entails much greater cost.
Given the many competing claims on tax revenues, such
ocean research historically has been a weak contender for
federal dollars. Fisheries in the North Pacific have enjoyed an
unusually strong scientific infrastructure, which is one key
to the region’s success in rebuilding and conserving
fisheries. To fulfill a nationwide mandate for ecosystembased management would require billions of additional
dollars, possibly ten times current spending levels on fishery
and ocean research, said Quinn. O’Shea saw no chance
of Congress providing that kind of money for marine
science. And without the data, managers probably would
have little chance of meeting a statutory obligation for
ecosystem-based management. However, panelists affirmed
that significant progress can be achieved incrementally, as
scientific knowledge of marine ecosystems improves.
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3) Separate and Unequal?
The panelists voiced skepticism toward the idea that Congress
could improve fishery management and protect marine ecosystems by restructuring the institutional landscape of fisheries
governance. In particular, panelists questioned the wisdom of
one proposal that called for creation of new regional ocean
ecosystem councils, a new federal oceans agency, a national
system of marine reserves, and a permanent federal interagency
oceans council.
Proponents argued that this
restructuring would “separate
conservation and allocation decisions,” by shifting responsibility
for conservation out of the existing fishery management councils. Instead, the new ecosystem
councils, consisting of scientists
and officials—ostensibly free
of vested interests—would
take over all decisions affecting
sustainability. It would be their
job to limit catches and control
fishing impacts on habitat and
non-target species. The authority of the eight existing fishery
management councils would be
narrowed. They would allocate
the available harvest between
competing fishing groups and
establish the rules for participation in fisheries. This ambitious
plan found little support among
the panelists in Anchorage.
Panelists challenged the argument that such institutional change
would improve management by “separating conservation and
allocation.” This contention is “inaccurate and misleading,” said
O’Shea. In his view, it is an unavoidable reality of American democracy that political pressure follows the purse strings. Putting
scientists instead of councils directly in charge of setting fishing
quotas would merely put biologists in the hot seat. A far better
form of protection, O’Shea suggested, would be to establish long
terms of service for individuals in key decision-making roles, thus
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insulating them from career-threatening political pressure.
Several panelists took issue with the notion that the proposed
structural separation of science and allocation would lead to
more conservation-friendly decisions. In the North Pacific, the
existing council system has permitted scientists a deep engagement with the council’s decision process, and their guidance is
continuously sought out and used, observed Quinn and Kruse,
both of whom serve on the council’s Scientific and Statistical
Committee (SSC). In addition, scientists and managers acquire
crucial insights and a better grasp of the economic incentives

study the harvested resources and the surrounding ecosystems
through annual surveys. They then meet to develop recommendations concerning how much fishing would be sustainable. Their recommendations are further vetted by a group of
scientists comprising the council’s SSC, an advisory body that
meets concurrently with the council itself. In setting annual
harvest limits, the council receives recommendations from the
SSC, sometimes asks for further scientific guidance, and then
determines the allowable catch based on this advice and on
social and economic factors. Kruse reaffirmed his support for
shutterstock.com

Managers in the North Pacific have taken a
pro-active approach, closely monitoring fisheries
and confronting problems when they do occur.

they create — sometimes unintentionally — through management actions. Isolating scientists from the rest of the management process could undermine the exchange of information
that underpins successful management in the North Pacific,
they suggested.
Still, the principle of separation has merit, and it is reflected in
the existing structure for scientific guidance of fishery management decisions in the North Pacific. In this structure, scientists

this system, which also informs other decisions made by the
North Pacific Fishery Management Council. In the quota-setting
process, scientists provide quantitative recommendations about
key biological parameters to the council. These recommendations include an estimate of how much fishing a stock can safely
sustain, known as the Acceptable Biological Catch (ABC). They
also include a threshold known as the Overfishing Level (OFL),
which represents the amount of fishing that would be expected
to damage productivity of the fish stock —not immediately but
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over time, should removals be allowed to exceed this level
for long. Unlike management authorities in some other
places, the North Pacific Fishery Management Council has
followed scientific advice; it has never authorized harvests
that exceed the ABCs specified by the SSC. Bycatch caps
and other regulations reduce exploitation rates even further, particularly in bottom trawl fisheries.

4) Only Fix What is Broken.
The call for institutional reform in fishery management was
understandable given the persistent overfishing in some
of the nation’s fisheries, but the panelists warned that
certain proposed changes might undercut the system that
has worked well in the North Pacific. In this region, no fish
stock is presently being overfished, DeMaster observed.
By contrast, the other seven regional councils had 38
stocks currently being overfished. The Council has curtailed
catches and even shut down whole fisheries when necessary to rebuild stocks, DeMaster noted.
NMFS RACE

The harvest policy requires a progressive reduction in
exploitation rates whenever the surveyed abundance of
any stock drops (for any reason) below the level calculated
to produce its maximum sustainable yield. The policy also
incorporates safety factors for scientific uncertainty, so that
poorly understood populations are fished more lightly.
Quality of data for each harvested stock is evaluated according to a “tier” system, and maximum harvest rates are
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progressively reduced as the level of uncertainty in stock assessments increases. Catches are further reduced—and prohibited
altogether in some waters—by measures that are meant to prevent depletion of prey needed by endangered Steller sea lions.
The Council has also demonstrated a willingness to curtail fishing when there is even a low probability of overfishing a stock.
Responding to a recent decline in the estimated biomass of Gulf
of Alaska pollock, the Council deeply cut harvest limits, whittling down a one in five chance of overfishing until there was
no chance at all. Biologists calculated that risk of overfishing this
stock had been reduced to zero by 2004, DeMaster observed.

5) Conservative Management is the Cornerstone.
O’Shea observed that unlike some other regions, Alaska fisheries
have benefited from strong industry and political support for
strict catch limits. Conservative fishery management has proved
its value to fishermen and processors, who not only count on
long-term productivity but frequently become active participants in the effort to keep resources healthy. This conservationpositive culture has greatly simplified the work of expanding
management objectives beyond sustained yield to avoid harm
to non-target species and marine habitat.
Experience and economic modeling in the North Pacific region
has shown that harvesting at levels somewhat lower than Maximum Sustained Yield (MSY) results in lasting high yields and
profits, DeMaster pointed out. In fact, O’Shea observed, in both
the pollock and the halibut fleets, fishermen have openly questioned the wisdom of large increases in quota even when scientists reported that more fishing would be biologically acceptable. Halibut fishermen demanded more data confirming that
such an increase would not harm the resource; some also feared
that a bigger catch might depress prices. Regardless of their
motivation, support for sound fishery management runs deep in
the Alaska region. This support gives the Council a lot of latitude
to pursue not only conservative single-species management, but
also the more complex work of ecosystem-based management.
Evans cited examples of Council initiatives in this field.
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Among them:

v Limits on bycatch and discards;
v Time and area closures for all fishing and for specific
gear types;
v Gear modifications to reduce bycatch and
incidental takes;
v A bottom-trawl closure throughout the Aleutian
Islands that protects coral gardens
v Development of a Fishery Ecosystem Plan for the
Aleutians, building on existing fishery management
plans and bringing special focus to interactions
between fisheries;
v Annual review of ecosystem considerations in concert
with stock assessment and fishery evaluations;
v Comprehensive monitoring and catch accounting,
and more.

6) Research is Crucial.
Progress in ecosystem-based fishery management requires additional investment in research, several panelists said. As fishery
managers embrace wider objectives for ecosystem conservation,
they need information about the interactions between fisheries
and the rest of the marine environment.
This need can only be met by funding the necessary science,
Kruse pointed out. For example, to control fishery effects on
habitat, seabirds, marine mammals and other non-target species, managers need information from expanded monitoring
and field studies. Kruse noted that there are many little-studied
phenomena that may directly affect fisheries. Among them are
potential genetic selection by fishing, the key reproductive role
of old, large fish in some species, ecosystem effects of discarding unwanted bycatch, competition between fishing fleets and
other predators at sea, and many other factors. Climatic cycles
(such as El Niño and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation) and global
warming also exert profound influences on fish-stock productivity, but researchers are still working to understand these changes
in hindsight; the art of forecasting how future climate changes
will affect fish populations and marine ecosystems is still in its
infancy. Because these information gaps cannot be filled overnight, progress toward ecosystem-based management is best
pursued in incremental steps, advancing as knowledge is gained.

Any legislation on ecosystem-based management should be
crafted accordingly, panelists recommended. Real progress will
be deliberate, and will evolve as our understanding of the ocean
improves. in marine systems.

Take-Home Messages
Here are five take-home messages from the
symposium.
Major progress in ecosystem-based management
can be achieved without radically restructuring
governance, as the North Pacific Fishery Management
Council has demonstrated.
Mandating ecosystem-based management probably
won’t cure overfishing. But ending overfishing can lay
the groundwork for broader advances in ecosystem
conservation.
Ecosystem-based fishery management is a goal worth
pursuing, but not in a forced march. To succeed, it
requires transparent and inclusive management bodies
that can integrate the many competing interests and
claims on these resources.
Proposed restructuring to sharpen the separation of
conservation from allocation might undercut the
role of scientists in advising fishery managers, diminishing their role. A more effective policy would be to
mandate science-based catch limits.
Managing fisheries based on broad ecosystem goals
requires more information than managing strictly for
sustained yield of the target species. It will require a
major national investment to expand monitoring and
improve knowledge about ecological interactions and
the role of fisheries in marine systems.



Fishery managers have maintained groundfish resources off
Alaska at high levels—and have rebuilt depleted stocks—
by setting precautionary catch limits for 30 years. This precaution is explicitly built into the decision process used by
the council and its scientific advisors, which ensures that
catch limits face multiple reviews and adhere to conservative harvest policies.

Burdens of

PROOF
How Precautionary
Catch Limits are Set
in the North Pacific
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The process provides a series of transparent, public forums for
debate over the science and the appropriate level of harvest. It
also incorporates both formal and ad-hoc triggers for reducing
both estimates of abundance and the exploitation rates that can
be authorized. These measures are designed to prevent overfishing, protect ecosystems, and buffer against any risk that stock assessment scientists might overestimate fish populations or their
ability to sustain fishing pressure. In effect, they shift the burden
of proof to favor conservation over exploitation.
The process starts with data collected from regular scientific
surveys, catch reports, and information from on-board biological observers who collectively log approximately 35,000 days on
board commercial fishing boats off Alaska each year. Scientists
at the Alaska Fisheries Science Center feed this information into
population models in order to assess how much fishing a fish
stock can sustain. For each managed groundfish species these
assessments generate recommendations for the Acceptable
Biological Catch (ABC)—the amount of harvest that scientists
consider to be safe for the resource. These recommendations
undergo a minimum of three scientific reviews before they are
passed to the Council, which crafts the final catch limits. So far,
30 years of management, the Council has never authorized a
harvest larger than its scientific advisors suggested.
The review process begins when fishery biologists at the Science
Center internally critique each assessment and its recommended
ABC. (To ensure that these reviews are rigorous enough, the
Center for Independent Experts at the University of Miami’s
Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science (http://
www.rsmas.miami.edu/groups/cie/) scrutinizes two of the stock
assessments each year.) All of the assessments from the Science
Center undergo a second level of review by Plan Teams, which
are groups of federal, state and university scientists convened
to evaluate groundfish population science in the Gulf of Alaska
(GOA) and the Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands (BSAI). The Plan
Teams evaluate the assessment methods and fine-tune the recommendations as to how much fishing can be sustained.
The third level of review occurs when the Plan Teams forward
their findings to the council’s Scientific and Statistical Committee (SSC), a broad-based group of biologists, social scientists, and
economists that meets five times per year in the same location
as the North Pacific Council in order to provide detailed, timely
scientific guidance to the voting members of the council.1

Scientists in these reviews frequently insist that the ABCs be
adjusted downward—generally to provide a buffer against risks
associated with scientific uncertainty in the data, or to leave fish
in the water for other marine predators.
Once the ABCs for all managed groundfish are finalized, scientists send these recommendations to the Council’s Advisory
Panel (AP), a mixed group of fishing, processing, community,
environmental, and other stakeholders. The AP studies the
ABCs and offers its own recommendations to the council as to
how to use this information in crafting the catch limits known
as Total Allowable Catches (TACs) for each managed species.
The Council views each ABC as an upper limit, not as an optimum harvest level. The Council then develops the final TACs.
These are typically set well below the level of fishing that would
be permitted if the full ABC were taken. The Council’s own
precautionary policies impose this additional margin of safety
in several ways. One major factor is the Council’s 2-million-ton
Optimum Yield (OY) cap, which limits cumulative groundfish
removals in the Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands. The Council
adopted this cap in 19812 to provide a precautionary limit on
harvests, recognizing that scientific knowledge about the sea
was incomplete. The sum of ABCs is usually far larger than the
OY cap. In 2005, the ABCs in the Bering Sea and Aleutian islands
totaled 3.04 million metric tons, more than 50% above the cap3,
so the council adjusted down the limits in its TACs to comply
with the cap. This policy left in the water more than 1 million
tons of fish that scientists believed could be sustainably harvested that year.
Catch limits for many species are further constrained by the
Council’s bycatch rules. Since 1980 the Council has maintained
Prohibited Species Caps (PSCs) for halibut, crab and salmon. Initially imposed on foreign fleets which then dominated offshore
fisheries in Alaska, the PSC rules were expanded and applied to
the growing U.S. domestic fleet in 1986.4 The PSC rules now
cover a suite of non-target species, making it illegal for trawlers
to retain and sell them. These rules require fleets to forego much
of the authorized catch of target species that would otherwise
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be available to them, because the target species such as cod and
sole inhabit the same waters as PSC species. When a fleet catching, say, rock sole reaches its collective limit of halibut, the fishery
shuts down.
These multiple restraints on harvest have historically kept catch
limits within sustainable limits off Alaska. However, in 1996 the
North Pacific Fishery Management Council went further, adopting a rigorous policy for ensuring that harvests remain below
maximum sustainable levels5, in part to compensate for scientific
uncertainty about the limits of sustainable removals. This system
uses six tiers to evaluate data quality and to adjust fishing rates
according to the reliability of information on the stock. This rule
serves three basic functions:
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1) It compensates for uncertainty in estimating maximum sustainable harvests by reducing exploitation rates as imprecision
increases;
2) It ties allowable removals directly to biomass for all stocks,
and for those falling below target abundance levels, the acceptable rate of harvest is proportionately reduced; critically
depleted stocks are completely protected from fishing.
3) It maintains a buffer between the ABC and the Overfishing Level (OFL), which is the level of catch that would occur at
the upper limit of sustainable harvests—in effect the boundary
line between sustainability and depletion. The use of this safety
buffer is noteworthy, because in many jurisdictions outside the
North Pacific, OFL is actually the target harvest level.

The heart of this rule is an elegant mathematical formula. As
noted earlier, scientists base their ABC recommendations on
stock assessments that use data from surveys, reported catch,
and observer collections. Stock assessment scientists at the
Alaska Fisheries Science Center feed this data into sophisticated
computer models, which generate hundreds or even thousands of “runs” for each assessment. These model runs produce
estimates of how much fishing pressure a fish stock can support
compromising a fish stock’s future productivity. The estimates
vary according to the assumptions and model parameters used
for each run. The formula used in setting the ABC takes advantage of this variation, using it as a proxy for scientific uncertainty.

The buffer between ABC and OFL is maintained by using two
different methods of calculating average values for the maximum safe level of removals by fishing—the Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY). The gap between these different averages widens as uncertainty of the data increases. This provides a greater
margin of safety against overly aggressive harvests when stock
assessments offer less precision in estimates for the fish stock
being targeted. Fishery managers have explained this math as
follows in the Federal Register: “The OFL is set at the arithmetic
mean (the same as the common ‘average’), and the ABC is set at
the harmonic mean, which results typically in a lower value than
the common average. The harmonic mean grows increasingly
lower in relation to the average as the probable values become
more widely distributed.” In other words, when estimates of the
maximum sustainable harvest are more imprecise—when model
results are scattered widely instead of clustered tightly around
one number— the ABC will be more conservative.
A simple example in the Federal Register notice shows how
this works: “The average for the series of values 3, 4, 5, 6, and
7 is 5; the harmonic mean for the same series of values is 4.57.
The series of values 1, 2, 5, 8, and 9, for which the average is
also 5, produces in contrast a harmonic mean of 2.58.” The tier
system incorporates scientific uncertainty in different ways as
uncertainty increases. Tier 1 today applies only to the bestunderstood fish stock in the North Pacific, Bering Sea pollock,
for which estimates of key biological parameters are relatively
precise. At Tier 2, the estimates are less precise but still feasible.
Tier 3 applies to stocks for which it is not possible to generate a
reliable estimate of the biomass that would produce MSY, but
other parameters can be used. These stocks are managed by
setting a target abundance level at an estimate of the long-term
average biomass that would be expected to keep the spawning stock at 40% of its “virgin” size—the abundance it presumably would achieve in the absence of fishing. (A large body of
well-established fishery science demonstrates that many fish
stocks bulk up in biomass more quickly—and thus support
greater yields to fisheries—when many of the old, slow-growing
individuals are removed, leaving a greater proportion of younger,
faster-growing fish. The maximum growth rate in a fish stock
typically corresponds with a biomass that is significantly smaller
but faster-growing than it would be in the absence of fishing.)
Tiers 4 through 6 apply to stocks for which target abundance
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levels cannot be known with existing data. Tier 5 applies when
biological information is extremely limited; it sets the ABC level
conservatively at a 25 percent of the natural mortality rate. The
sixth and final tier applies to stocks for which catch history is the
only reliable information available. For these stocks, historical

catches from 1978 through 1995 are presumed to represent the
upper limit of sustainable removals—a boundary now defined
as the OFL—unless the SSC provides an alternative value based
on the best scientific information. The ABC for these stocks is
limited to no more than 75 percent of the OFL.

Rockfish Biomass, ABC, and Catch
Eastern Bering Sea, 1977-2005
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Total rockfish biomass has more than quadrupled under Council management.
The catch has been kept below sustainable levels (ABC).
Source: Natural Resources Consultants from NMFS data.

1 Witherell, D., “Managing Our Nations Fisheries II,” p. 36, NPFMC, March 2005.
2 Anonymous, “Twenty Years in Review,” a timeline of significant events in the history of the North Pacific Fishery Management Council
(1976 to 1996), available online at http://www.fakr.noaa.gov/npfmc/misc_pub/20histry.htm
3 Smoker, A. and M. Furuness, In-season Management Branch, Alaska Region NMFS, “Alaska Region groundfish Harvest Specification
and In-season Management Review,” NMFS, August 29, 2005.
4 Anonymous, “Twenty Years in Review,” ibid.
5 Federal Register, page 54146, Vol. 61, No. 202, Thursday, Oct. 17, 1996.
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